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Small Is More Beautiful Than Ever
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ted to:
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844 John Fowler Road
Plainfield VT 05667
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Questions: 802-454-4675 0r 
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Building our economies around the needs

of communities, not corporations, was a

radical idea in 1973 when 

E. F. Schumacher published Small Is

Beautiful: Economics as if People

Mattered. It is still a radical idea, though

not at the Plainfield Co-op where we have

been practicing this kind of economics

since before Schumacher’s  book was pub-

lished. (We started in 1972 as a pre-order

co-op operating out of members’ homes.)

You will see, in the pages of this newslet-

ter, how our theme of “Small Is More

Beautiful than Ever” resonated with many

of our writers and how ingeniously it is

woven into their articles. 

Since 1978, when the store opened, we

have inch-by-inch transformed our build-

ing, our home, through labors of love.

Scottie Harrison celebrated that opening

with the poster now hanging at the top of

the stairs by the Community Center

entrance.  And Scottie’s art work  enlivens

this newsletter as we again celebrate of the

power of a small community, especially in

the beautiful renovations to the back of the

store, accomplished through donations of

labor, time, thought, skill, and money by

numerous friends. Thank you one and all.

We encourage other local artists of any age

to contact us about using their work.

The Newsletter Committee:

Glenda Bissex, co-ordinator and editor

Doug Davenport, design & layout

Joseph Gainza, Board Liaison and editing

Debra Stoleroff, editing

Alan Taplow, advertising and distribution
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About This Newsletter

As spring moves along, the now 5

month old board continues to gel and

work on finding its place in the overall

mission of the Co-op.  As I’ve written in

previous articles, we all come from var-

ied backgrounds, but what brings us

together is how much we value small,

local systems, like the Co-op thriving.

At this year’s annual meeting the Co-op

renewed our membership in the

Neighboring Food Co-op Association.

Mike Peabody and I joined other co-op

board members and employees from

around New England.  It was exciting to

hear about the important collaboration

that is happening to grow a robust

regional food system, linking co-ops

with, farmers, producers, and distrib-

uters.  There are several initiatives

underway exploring how New Endgland

can become more food resilient including

grain growing and processing, frozen

regional vegetables and fruits, a coopera-

tive cheese cave, and meat processing.

These have the potential of filling in

some of the crucial gaps in New

England’s food system.

As much as our little co-op can benefit

from more regional cooperation, we

should also celebrate our uniqueness as a

Board Report by Chris Jackson

Debra Stoleroff: Co-op member since 1978

...continued on page 4



much more localized resource.  There

are very few places in which small farm-

ers and producers can sell their wares

outside of some restaurants and the

farmer’s markets, which are also becom-

ing increasingly difficult to be part of.

It’s always nice to see such diversity of

produce, canned goods, prepared foods,

and medicines in the Co-op’s small

space.  Spring also ushers in a wave of

wildcrafted foods from our local wood-

lands.  There is something special about

the quality, love and care in the work

done by our local suppliers.

The board of directors, in collaboration

with the Management Collective, is

working to continue this unique flavor,

while also ensuring customer satisfac-

tion and safety.  As always, we are open

to hear more feedback from the mem-

bership.  Our monthly meetings are open

to the public and you can find the time,

date, location and agenda of the meet-

ings on the wall to the right of the

entrance.  In June, the board will be

going on a day long retreat in order to

explore our individual, and collective

visions for the Co-op and to possibly

plan events in which we can open up

more dialogue with the membership.

Finally, on behalf of the board, I want to

recognize all the folks who have been

giving their time and talents to the store

and community center.  We would like to

thank all those who helped with the ren-

ovations, organized events, and volun-

teered around the store.
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Introducing Dawn Rose Kearn

NEW STAFF MEMBER

Dawn Rose Kearn is a fairly new member of the

Plainfield/Marshfield community. Born in

California, she spent her adolescent years traips-

ing the glorious Redwoods of her family’s back-

yard, and after moving to South Londonderry,

Vermont, she fell in love with the quiet beauty of

this state. She has been living in the Central

Vermont region since 2006, and going on two

years in Plainfield. She is still loving it! 

As the new cheese department manager she hopes

to offer a wonderful spread of local Vermont

cheeses as well as imported and other domestic

cheeses. It is her goal to be well informed as to

the treatment of the dairy cows, goats, and sheep,

and the level of sustainability of the creameries we are buying from. She wel-

comes any comments or requests from patrons and fellow staff members and is

looking forward to building relationships with the wonderful people living in

this community. Happy Summer!
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As most of you have probably noticed,

we are coming to the end of our back of

the store renovation. Many members of

our community have collaborated on the

overhaul of  the Co-op, donated time and

money and now we can reap the benefits

of a better space in which we house our

co-op. The culmination of all our energy

and dedication has resulted in beautiful

new workspace in the back of the store, a

pristine new walk in cooler, a more effi-

cient back stock and produce area and a

styli new office.

This was a long process and it could not

have been accomplished without the huge

amount of community support we

received. A special thanks to Sam Clark,

Mike Russell, Joe John, Allen Banbury,

John Draper, Paul Bales and Michael

Horowitz for going above and beyond to

ensure the physical well being of our co-

op. Sam Clark’s gorgeous design work

and cabinetry is now evident through out

the back of the store. The green, purple

and red countertop and wood work have

transformed the space into a much more

pleasant, inviting space. 

Mike Russell’s skill, experience and work

ethic helped to move the project right

along on schedule and gave us all peace

of mind that we have a solid structure

supporting our new walk in and supports

in place to hold up the floor of our com-

munity center.  Thank you Joe John for

pushing for a proper floor as part of this

project, we will be eternally grateful for

that sound reasoning and will also be

enjoying the resulting rainbow floor.

Then we have Allen Banbury, a volunteer

unlike any I have ever seen before. His

tireless devotion to his community gives

us all something to aspire to and we

thank you, thank you, thank you. Thank

you to John Draper for his continued will-

ingness to try and make sense of the ran-

dom wiring in this old building and for all

the work he’s done to ensure we have

lights in our cooler, isles, walk-in, etc.

Thank you to Paul Bales for installing our

new 40 gallon hot water tank, produce

sink and mop sink. Thanks to Michael

Horowitz for the organization that helped

ensure the completion of this job.

In addition to those mentioned above, I

would also like to thank Rebecca Armel

and Sarah Phillips for the tremendous

effort they put in as part of the fund rais-

ing committee to raise the money to

fiance this project. You guys are awe-

some, your dedication is up there with

Allen’s and I offer many thanks on behalf

of our staff and everyone who shops at

our rad little co-op. 

We have an amazing staff here that spent

a lot of time helping with the planning

and design, packed up the back and then

worked around the construction and chaos

without complaint. We had to make a lot

of adjustments, improvise when faced

with unexpected challenges and everyone

really rallied. I am proud to be a part of

such an amazing crew, thank you guys!

We also had many business sponsors in

our community who I would like to thank.

A huge thank you to Hunger Mountain

Co-Op, Buffalo Mountain Co-Op,

Strafford Organic Creamery, Vermont

Coffee Company, La Panciata, Vermont

Soap Organics, Littlewood Farm,

Wellsprings CSA, Wilmer Brandt,

Champlain Orchards, Vegetaballs Pesto,

Neighborly Farms, Maple Hill

Community Farm, Selina Naturally, North

Management Collective Report by Jessi Robinson

...continued on page 6



Country Federal Credit Union,

Washington Electric Co-Op and

Provisions International LTD. We could

not have done it without the generosity of

our business and personal contributors.

Finally, a big thank you to all our mem-

ber volunteers who came and donated

their time to make this all happen. Thanks

Brad Wolfe, Amy Lester, Mitchell Estrin,

Erok & Heidi, Mike Brosky, Gemery &

Elysian Gomes, Michael Peabody, Doni

Cain, Margie Yoder, Jeannine DeWald,

Dorothy Wallace, Scott “ the chainsaw

man” Crocker, Daniel Marcus, Bob

Minsenburger, Walter Hergt, Alex Forbes,

Bill Peabody, Malcolm Grey, Sada

Dumont, Ben Sklarski, Gail Faulk, Strat

Douthat, Chris Miksic, Brian Tokar, Alec

Hill, Stephen Morgan, Paul Angell and

Sara Andrews. Thank you to the Maas

family for hanging out with Joe John’s

kids, so he could be here. I would also

like to thank those who donated food to

feed our crew; Whizzo Bagels, Rhapsody,

Manghi’s Bread, Dawn Rose Kern,

Nancy Ellen and Les Snow.

If you haven’t already, I would like to

invite you to come in and check out the

renovated space. It looks amazing and is

a testament to the awesomeness of our

community since it was done with a

whole lot of volunteer energy. Seriously,

come on back and see for yourself.

Now for some housekeeping news. Our

Cheese Buyer and long time employee

Janice Lloyd has decided to move on to

other things. You can now visit her at

Cafe Verde and check out her hats and

clothes from her Red’s Thread’s line

while you are in there. We will miss her

and are glad she is just up the street and

around the corner. She is being replaced

by Dawn Rose Kern who will now be

ordering our cheese and working register

shifts in the store. We are excited to have

Dawn Rose join our staff, she is awe-

some! Look for her bio on the website or

in the next newsletter. 

I guess that’s all for now. The renovation

has been all consuming for the past two

years, so now we can breathe a collective

sigh of relief that it went smoothly and

see what’s next for our co-op.

Thanks everyone! I’ll see you in the

Co-Op, Jessi
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by Sam Clark

“We are gearing up for

the renovation of the

“back of the

store”. This involves a

new, bigger and more

efficient walk-in,

major repairs, improved work centers,

improved windows and doors, and better

shelving. We are aiming for a spring

project, though the actual timing will

depend on when we can get the new

cooler delivered.” (from winter report)

When the above was written, the

Building Committee wasn’t entirely sure

this daunting project was possible.

Working with the staff, we had lots of

good ideas, including a much improved

layout, and a sense of the needed

repairs. But when we started

filling in the budget numbers,

there was one problem. We

were trying to do a

$40,000 project with a

$26,000 budget. The

Board came up with a bit

more money, giving us

$30,000 to work with if

needed. A lot of effort also

went into finding less costly

sources for our more expensive

items, like the shelving (thanks

Jeannine) and the cooler (thanks Allen).

The project grew in several ways at the

last minute. At the urging of Joe John,

we added a new floor throughout. Joe

did the floor with major help from

Country Floors and Chris Martin. We

had budgeted quite a bit for structural

repairs to the floor - there was thirty

years of water damage under the old

cooler. But no one was prepared for the

amount of damage that was revealed

when the old cooler came out. That

entire floor was rebuilt down to the

ground. The beautiful new cooler now

sits on probably the strongest piece of

real estate in Plainfield. There was also

a large segment of rotten sill that had to

be replaced. Also, there was major rein-

forcement of the floor above, which was

a little too flexible when dance groups

were operating in the Community Center.

The major reason we were able to go

ahead in spite of financial constraints

was that many, many people put in huge

numbers of volunteer hours. When we

did pay people, they charged very low

rates or reported only a fraction of the

hours they put in.

Paul Bales did our plumbing,

John and Gabe Draper the

wiring, Raymond Chase the

refrigeration. Mike

Russell was the carpentry

mastermind and supervi-

sor. Allen Banbury was in

charge of the cooler. Amy

Lester led the painting crew.

Dan Marcus built the loft for

the new compressor, and also

worked on putting the cooler togeth-

er. We got tremendous support from

local builders, particularly from

Montpelier Construction (Mitchell

Estrin, Walter Hergt, Chris Miksic,

Malcolm Gray). Chris and Malcolm built

the veggie shelves in Chris’s barn. The

cabinetry came from the Sam Clark

Design shop. Thanks Ian Maas, Todd
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Plainfield Co-op Building Committee, Summer Report

...continued on page 8



Krumperman, Alex Forbes, Bill

Peabody, Barney Carlson and others.

There are many others who worked on

the renovation. We apologize for not

having those names here.

The Co-op staff put in huge hours at the

planning stage, getting things ready for

construction, and working on projects

such as setting up the new shelving, and

of course, moving back into the

space. This work will continue over the

next few weeks.

It’s also important to mention the fine

work of the Fundraising Committee, led

by Rebecca Armell, and “anonymous”

who donated $10,000 just at the perfect

moment when a big boost was need-

ed. Many members and vendors made

generous donations.

Thanks, everyone.

We do want to mention that there are

many small projects that remain to be

done. The building committee will need

some new people. This has been a fun

and productive committee to participate

in. Call if you are interested in joining

us.
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Afterwards, Aaron luxuriates in a

new office

Co-op reconstruction underway 



Here is a summary of the Plainfield Co-

op’s financial statements as of March 31,

2011. While financial statements are an

important tool for checking the financial

pulse of a business entity, they can’t tell

the full story or show the true character

of an organization. For that, one must go

beyond debit and credits, but not neces-

sarily too far, because the best stories are

often related to financial transactions.

Our co-op has recorded many such sto-

ries during the past couple of years.

After many years of using income from

member dues for day to day operations

instead of capital improvements, as

required by policy, that income has been

set aside for improvements for more

than a year now. As a result, the Co-op

had funds available for last year’s entry

improvements and to cover the last

expenses of the back of store renovation.

The great majority of member dues

income is collected in the first quarter of

the year. After three years of that first

quarter income decreasing, it has

increased in 2011.

The Co-op has been able to maintain its

repayment obligation on the September

2008 $45,000 renovation loan using

income from operations. This is no small

feat. As of March 31, 42% of the loan is

paid off.

While the Co-op may have spent close to

$100,000 the past couple of years on the

improvements related to the renovation

effort, the true value of those improve-

ments far exceed that figure due to the

efforts of volunteers and the generosity

of many dedicated and skilled trades

people,

The renovations not only made the Co-

op a more pleasant place to shop and

work, but brought energy and workflow

efficiencies that will result in lower

annual and per unit costs for years to

come. Our building has always been a

great asset of the Co-op, but now more

than ever before.

Beyond the funds for the renovation

campaign and other capital improve-

ments, the Co-op does not have much of

a financial reserve. Each major phase of

the renovation has pinched that reserve

by causing higher labor costs and lower

sales in the short-term, but the Co-op has

managed those financial storms fairly

well.

Maybe those used to working with larger

organizations would look at these stories

and not think much of them, but for a

small food co-op they are a big deal, and

help paint a picture of an organization

bettering itself. Sometimes small can be

big!

9

No Small Thing by Les Snow
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Plainfield Co-op Financial Summary,
2007-2011
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Well, the fundraiser is officially over!
After three years we have reached our
$95,000 goal and completed the envisioned
renovations.  We pieced together this
unprecedented sum from many sources and
through many efforts.  We started with a
$45,000 loan from the Cooperative Fund of
New England which the Management
Collective has been paying off through
operations.  We had an incredible head start
with a $10,750 anonymous donation to
purchase a new veggie cooler.  Next we
launched the 2009 Plainfield Co-op
Building Campaign.  

We began by looking for financial support
from our immediate circle.  Each Co-op

board and staff member made a financial
contribution. Appeal letters were sent out in
July 2009 and November 2010 to our mem-
bership and greater community. Many gen-
erous folks donated a total of $26,750.
They are listed on pages 25-26.

We solicited donations from vendors and
local businesses which raised $7,000.  We
held a Winter Ball in both 2010 and 2011
which bought in $2500 and began a new
festive tradition.  Finally, our little donation
box screwed to the counter in the store took
in $3000 in loose change.  Each of these
pieces of support amounted to huge
improvements.  Now our little Co-op is
more beautiful and efficient than ever!
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Fundraising Report by Rebecca Armell

Dear friends,

Thanks for publishing the informative arti-
cle on pesticides in the last issue. As Co-op
shoppers, we know how destructive to our
health and the soil are the whole array of
industrial farming practices that are now
called “conventional.” I’d like to clarify
one issue raised by this story, though.

The author tried to make a point by associ-
ating Dow Chemical with the Homeland
Security agency, and claiming that Dow
was the largest manufacturer of pesticides.
While Dow may be the biggest in the US,
the global honor belongs to the German
company Bayer, which has been in the pes-
ticide business since the 1930s. While we
usually associate Bayer with aspirin and
other pharmaceuticals, it’s now the world’s
largest manufacturer of insecticides and
other noxious agricultural chemicals. The
largest maker of herbicides (weed killers) is
another European company, Syngenta,
which is a product of 15 years of various
companies’ mergers and spinoffs as they
maneuvered to get the most business

advantage from the spread of genetically
engineered crop varieties (GMOs). 

Dow is the world’s number 4 in pesticides,
followed by Monsanto, once the leading
manufacturer of Agent Orange and today
mainly associated with its ‘Roundup’ fami-
ly of herbicide products. In recent years,
Monsanto has also become the world’s
largest seed company, having spent hun-
dreds of millions on acquisitions and merg-
ers in their attempt to force the world to
accept their GMOs. While 90% of soy-
beans and 80% of the field corn in the US
is now GMO — and the largest category of
GMOs are engineered to tolerate high doses
of Roundup — much of the world contin-
ues to say NO to Monsanto.

Here are two detailed charts (see pages 12
& 13) from the ETC Group, based in
Ottawa, that show the increasing overlaps
between the global seed and pesticide
industries. Hope they help clarify the story
for everyone.

Brian Tokar

Letter To The Newsletter
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Corporate Farm Inputs: Seeds, Agrochemicals, Fertilizers

Seed Industry

Company 2007 seed sales
(US$ millions)

% of global 
proprietary

seed market

1. Monsanto (US) $4,964 23%

2. DuPont (US) $3,300 15%

3. Syngenta (Switzerland) $2,018 9%

4. Groupe Limagrain (France) $1,226 6%

5. Land O’ Lakes (US) $917 4%

6. KWS AG (Germany) $702 3%

7. Bayer Crop Science (Germany) $524 2%

8. Sakata (Japan) $396 <2%

9. DLF-Trifolium (Denmark) $391 <2%

10.Takii (Japan) $347 <2%

Top 10 Total $14,785 67%

 Source: ETC Group

World’s Top 10  
Seed Companies

Commercial Seed Market: In the first 

half of the 20th century, seeds were 

overwhelmingly in the hands of farmers 

and public-sector plant breeders. In 

the decades since then, Gene Giants 

have used intellectual property laws 

to commodify the world seed supply 

– a strategy that aims to control plant 

germplasm and maximize profits by 

eliminating Farmers’ Rights. Today, the 

proprietary seed market accounts for 

a staggering share of the world’s com-

mercial seed supply. In less than three 

decades, a handful of multinational cor-

porations have engineered a fast and 

furious corporate enclosure of the first 

link in the food chain. 

According to Context Network, the 

proprietary seed market (that is, brand-

name seed that is subject to exclusive 

monopoly – i.e., intellectual property), 

now accounts for 82% of the commer-

cial seed market worldwide. In 2007, 

the global proprietary seed market was 

US$22,000 million. (The total commer-

cial seed market was valued at $26,700 

million in 2007.)1 The commercial seed 

market, of course, does not include 

farmer-saved seed. 

Global  
Non-Proprietary 

Seed Market
18%

Global Proprietary 
Seed Market

82%

Global Commercial Seed Market
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Agrochemical Industry

Company Agrochemical 
Sales 2007

(US$ millions)

% Market 
Share

1.  Bayer (Germany) $7,458 19%

2.  Syngenta (Switzerland) $7,285 19%

3.  BASF (Germany) $4,297 11%

4.  Dow AgroSciences (USA) $3,779 10%

5.  Monsanto (USA) $3,599 9%

6.  DuPont (USA) $2,369 6%

7.  Makhteshim Agan (Israel) $1,895 5%

8.  Nufarm (Australia) $1,470 4%

9.  Sumitomo Chemical (Japan) $1,209 3%

10.  Arysta Lifescience (Japan) $1,035 3%

Total $34,396 89%
     Source: Agrow World Crop Protection News, August 2008

World’s Top 10  
Pesticide Firms

The top 10 companies control 89% of 

the global agrochemical market.

The worldwide market for agrochemi-

cals was US$38.6 billion in 2007 – up 

8.4% over the previous year.  The top 6 

companies accounted for $28.8 billion, 

or 75% of the total market. 

Symbiotic Sales: The world’s six larg-

est agrochemical manufacturers are 

also seed industry giants.  Despite sky-

rocketing fuel and fertilizer costs, high 

grain prices created soaring demand 

for commercial seeds and pesticides 

in 2007. After two decades of sagging 

sales, the world’s largest pesticide 

companies rebounded last year – in 

large part due to the subsidy-driven 

boom in agrofuel crops.  

In 2007 the four largest pesticide 

companies (Bayer, Syngenta, BASF, 

Dow) reported double-digit sales jumps. 

Pesticide revenues are up in nearly all 

Global Agrochemical Market  2007 Sales

Bayer
19%

Syngenta
19%

Dow AgroSciences
10%

Monsanto
9%

DuPont
6%

Makhteshim Agan
5%
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Ozzie has begun

crawling, essentially.

Maybe not.  It’s more

like “inch-worming”

but forward motion

has been achieved.

Just a few months

ago, when he was

mostly immobile, I liked to think he was

safe and, concurrently, so were my

belongings.  With each passing day, new

risks bloom before my eyes like spring’s

first flowers and I see my grasp of the sit-

uation slowly melting away.  It used to be

enough to be able to see him; now, I have

to be able to catch him.  When I first

heard the theme of this quarter’s newslet-

ter, I felt a bit nostalgic for the seemingly

long-ago days when I really thought my

boy was “small”, when I could still get

things done if I put him on the floor for a

few minutes.  I suppose everyone wishes

they could get back to when the things

they loved were so little and very easy to

understand and manage.  I also suppose

we have all forgotten, at some point, how

much harder small was than we remem-

ber now.  

I started reading Schumacher’s book not

long after I finished Cradle to Cradle,

that exemplary modern text on re-engi-

neering modern systems of production.

Its repeated reference to the older book

made me think it was worth examining.

The steady rationality of Small is
Beautiful was and still is a welcome

departure from the many more pie-in-the-

sky theories about the retooling of capi-

talism to suit the needs of people as a

mission objective and not just as message

satisfaction.  It was one of the books that

made me invest my life in and turn my

skills towards jobs where I could work

hard for a noticeable benefit beyond just

supporting my lifestyle.  I’ve worked with

a number of small farms and businesses

and one of their most wonderful qualities

is also what sometimes threatens their

viability: they treat humans like people.

It’s true that treating the labor pool like a

slurry of expendables yields tremendous

profits.  There are few big businesses that

can demonstrate otherwise.  The smaller

an entity like our co-op is, the more it

needs to (and is expected to) cater to both

customer and employee desires on a more

personal level.  The process of

Taylorizing labor (reducing every job to

its simplest and most easily repeatable

tasks) can’t intrude because below a cer-

tain level of operability, too much special-

ized work in too many fields is required

for just basic functions.  Everyone at the

Co-op knows how to run the register but

not everyone knows how to manage pay-

roll, inventory, or department margins.

The people who can’t do these things

aren’t more disposable. Their working the

register allows everything else to happen.

This is why I (and all of the managers)

value working members so much.

Someone who bags my greens for a cou-

ple of hours might sound like a menial

schlub but the thought of having to re-

train anybody who knows how to do it

right sends me right out of a good mood.

Keeping it small allows humans to do

what they do best, to rely on each other.  

I’m actually going to talk about some-

thing other than the arrival of spring’s

vegetables and talk shop about a more

pressing concern of mine.  You may

notice bananas are suddenly more expen-

sive.  That’s how it’s going to be and I

will tell you why.  I don’t generally balk

at soap-boxing but let me preface my
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upcoming explanation about this change.

Bananas are the world’s most popular

fruit. Growing and selling bananas is a

three billion dollar industry that relies

heavily on labor in parts of the world

which are traditionally exploited by

Western multinationals.  You can’t just

grow them anywhere the climate will pro-

vide, you have to know that there is a

ready (and cost-effective) source of work-

ers who can feed the planet’s appetite for

the funny yellow fruit.  This is why fair-

trade organizations like Equal Exchange

(EE), who help assemble organic grower

co-ops in these places and coordi-

nate distribution, are fighting

tooth and nail to keep Dole and

Chiquita—two notoriously labor-

unsympathetic corporations—

from buying out and dissolving

the same co-ops in places like

Peru and Ecuador in their bid to

edge out EE’s organic banana

market share.  EE does what it

can to be competitive but after

decades of huge profits made

from bending Third World agri-

culture (and politics) to their

desires, the bigger businesses

have an undeniable advantage

when they make their offers.  The

only option left EE to protect

itself, the integrity of its co-ops,

and the standards they uphold is

to beseech the retailers and small-

er distributors to increase their

pricing.  

However, as many shoppers have

noticed, it’s not common to see

an organic banana selling for

more than 99 cents a pound any-

where.  For Dole, et al, the aver-

age is closer to 79 cents a pound.

Equal Exchange has noticed this,

too.  But that doesn’t reflect any

of the shifting costs on their production

end.  From where I stand, the per-case

cost of bananas has increased by almost

20% and I haven’t altered the retail price

in the last year by more than a penny.

Bananas, as a result, are one of the poor-

est-earning items in my department,

despite their popularity and the work

involved with obtaining and handling

them.  I have been holding to the same

99-cent rule that I assumed everyone

cleaved to, until I noticed an odd discrep-

ancy: no one else I’ve visited ever seems

to be selling fair-trade bananas.  
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Perhaps I just went to those stores on

“off” delivery days but I didn’t see any,

regardless.  I order fair trade bananas

exclusively, unless I’m absolutely sure

there aren’t any to be had.  That isn’t

what other stores are doing, though so

apparently I’ve been competing against

myself.  If I could order a pallet-load of

them and get a price break for buying in

bulk, I could afford to keep the margins

lower.  As it is, the five or six 40-pound

boxes I get each week just keep getting

less and less profitable, but no modern

grocery store can go without bananas for

long.  I thought of “variable pricing”

(artificially making them cheaper to keep

their sales steady), but the increase in cost

of bananas in just the last three months

means that I will risk selling them at a

loss in the near future. My department

just isn’t able to take that hit. The longer

we, as consumers, demand the cheapest

bananas possible, the longer EE will risk

losing ground (literally) to bigger, less

conscientious entities.  It’s the same rule

governing small businesses across the

board.  Finally, after looking at the num-

bers and hearing EE make a solid case for

breaching the “99-cent ceiling”, I decided

to make my move.  The actual difference

in per banana cost to you, the

member/customer, is roughly nine cents

each. This seemed a negligible alteration

with long-term benefits to my department

and to the fair-trade banana industry as a

whole.  I will make a separate tag with a

lower price for bananas which are not

fairly traded, even though they all cost me

just about the same amount.  The point is

to benefit other co-ops, in our tiny way,

since that’s what co-ops do for each other.

But I’m hoping this will stir shoppers into

supporting EE and other fair-trade grow-

ers of bananas, not simply as pleasant

concepts but by taking part of the fiscal

realities which developing nations strug-

gle with every day and helping things

change for the better.  

Small really is beautiful.  It’s also expen-

sive and a lot of damn work.  Let’s never

forget that. 

(Read more about Equal Exchange’s
banana projects at
www.beyondthepeel.com)  
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Use whatever mix of lovely fresh local
greens are coming up in your garden or co-
op or farmers’ market (spinach, arugula,
baby lettuces, mesclun, etc.) and fill a large
pretty bowl with them (wider is much bet-
ter than deeper here). Thinly slice part of
that last red storage onion from the fall and
add it to the bowl, mix it in gently with
your hands. Get some of your favorite nuts
(pine nuts, walnuts and pecans work well)
and dry roast them in a small skillet until
fragrant. If you’re using larger nuts like
pecans or walnuts, chop them after letting
them cool. Crumble some feta or goat
cheese on top of the greens, as much as
you like — I usually use a generous half
cup or so. Scatter the nuts on top of the
cheese. On top of that, throw on some
dried cherries. Do not mix!!!! Decorate the
top with edible flowers — chive blossoms,
pansies or violas. To serve, just gently grab
a ‘hunk’ of salad (it’s important to get all
the layers, not just the top!) with clean
hands — or utensils if you are squeamish,
but hands work best for this — and place
on individual plates. Let each guest dress
his or her own salad with the vinaigrette
that follows.

This salad is very adaptable and can easily
change with the seasons, mood, or avail-
ability of ingredients. In fall or winter, scat-
ter pomegranate seeds on top instead of
dried cherries, or place slices of fresh
apples, pears, or clementines decoratively
around the edge of the bowl. Fresh berries
or slices of peach or plum are great in sum-
mer— it’s up to you, have fun! Just
remember the basic recipe — greens+ alli-
um + nuts + cheese + fruit + flowers —
and use what appeals to you. The important
thing is that this salad should look as good
as it tastes — that’s why it is built in layers
and NOT mixed — it should be brought to

the table like this so that everyone can
admire the beautiful colors and patterns
you’ve put together.
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Joe John: Co-op member since 2007

Vinaigrette  by Nancy Ellen

Ingredients:
1/2 tsp. salt
1/8  tsp. freshly ground black pepper
1 tsp. mustard (Dijon is good)
1 or 2 Tbsp. maple syrup, to taste
(optional, but yummy)
1/4 cup of vinegar — I like to use half
balsamic and half red or white wine
vinegar, but feel free to experiment!

Place in Jar and put the lid on and
shake thoroughly until ingredients 
are blended. Then add:

3/4 cup of olive or walnut oil and
shake again until well blended.

Preparation

• Like most vinaigrettes, this will 
readily separate and needs to be
shaken up before use each time. 
Again, this is a very basic recipe that
lends itself to experimentation — add
some fresh herbs or garlic, change
the proportions to suit your taste, use
a different oil or vinegar or mustard 
or sweetener (if using). It’s hard to go 
wrong and easy to fix when you do!

Spring Salad by Nancy Ellen



Les Snow: Co-op member since 1989

Mission Statement: The Plainfield

Community Center serves as a bridge to

further the relationship between the

Plainfield Co-op, it’s members and the

broader community. It provides a com-

munity space and encourages diverse

activities and events.

The Plainfield Co-op has been working

under a new governance structure for the

past couple years, called Policy

Governance. Part of Policy Governance is

setting clear guidelines by the board. In

general terms, it is understanding what

the members want and monitoring staff to

insure the members wishes are being ful-

filled to the greatest extent possible. The

Board no longer oversees or manages any

particular part of the Co-op and that is

why the Community Center has moved

from a board run committee/space to part

of operations which is the responsibility

of the Management Collective. There is

no longer a board representative on the

Community Center Committee and all

decisions pertaining to the Community

Center are now made by or approved by

the staff at the Co-op.

Since the Community Center is part of

the Co-op’s operations all finances are

traced through our accountant. This

includes income and expenses as well as

“rent” the Community Center pays to

operations. This rent is $150 a month and

it only covers utilities such as phone and

power as well as a small portion of liabil-

ity insurance and taxes on building. There

will be a report on the finances given at

the annual meeting or quarterly reports

can be obtained by contacting me. 

The Community Center Committee is

always looking for new people to join

and help bring energy and new ideas to

the group. Currently the committee is

made up of Alexis, Jerome, Mary, Mike

and me. We are also looking for working

members to help with a variety of proj-

ects from organizing events to straitening

up once a week. Alexis Smith is the

gallery curator and she should be con-

tacted directly at 454-4662 for more

information about showing art. For all

other questions, including scheduling,

contact me by calling the Co-op at 454-

1478. 

Last month’s art show was a great suc-

cess with several people bringing togeth-

er Cuban and Haitian art. All proceeds

from the sale of the art went to an artist

collective in Haiti to help purchase sup-

plies and keep the collective going. The

current show is paintings by Justin

Lander form Modern Times Theater. All

his paintings are currently for sale for $7

apiece and can be taken directly off the

wall.  

The new meeting room where Jill Frink

Thompson used to have an office is now

a meeting room that can be rented sepa-

rately of the main space. The room has a

table that fits at least six people, two

white boards, a chalk board and a sink.

Renting the main space comes with the

use of the smaller room. Now large

events that offer food can wash their

dishes during or after an event. During

the annual Winter Ball it worked very

well as cafe and separate sitting space. 
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Renting of the community center is done

at the register in the Co-op. The space

cost is $9 an hour for members and $15

for non-members. Events cost $30 for

members and $50 for non-members.

There is also a small security/cleaning

deposit required at the time of rental. We

have started offering “Community

Center Sponsored Events” to people who

wish to put on free community based

events. The only requirement for this is

that there is a specific community aspect

to the event and that no money is col-

lected for the event. If money is donated,

it goes to the Community Center. 

In the interest of integrating the

Plainfield Co-op with the broader com-

munity, I am representing the

Community Center at new group form-

ing in Plainfield called Winooski Valley
Center for the Arts (WVCA). This is a

group of artists and community organi-

zations such as Goddard and PACA who

are creating and using more spaces for

the performing arts. There is a lot of

positive energy going into this group.

They plan on gathering funds needed to

create more spaces for performing arts in

Plainfield. WVCA can help us better use

the Community Center for a performing

arts space and  offer it to the broader arts

community... 

Eric Gillard is putting on a monthly

potluck and open micless night. This

happens the last Friday of every month at

7 pm and has had a great turnout full of

everything from solo singer songwriters

to stand up comic routines. All are wel-

come and encouraged to perform. There

is Ecstatic Dance happening the third

Wednesday of the month and a new Yoga

class happening every Saturday in July

and August. A full calender of all upcom-

ing events is posted at the top of the

stairs leading to the Community Center

as well as on the Co-op’s website. We

have dedicated a portion of the commu-

nity posting board in the entry way to

community center events. 

The Community Center is also beginning

to put on classes. Some are free and oth-

ers will have a small fee. The

Community Center put on a car mainte-

nance class for women taught by Marcie

at Crossroads Mechanic. Nicko Rubin of

East Hill Tree Farm will be teaching a

class on fruit trees and berry bushes this

spring. His class will go through all the

basics of how to design and place fruit

trees, how to plant a tree and all the

maintenance one should know. Chris

Jackson will be teaching a class on fer-

mentation this spring or summer. He will

show us how he makes all the wonderful

concoctions he creates. 
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In the last issue of this newsletter, Joey

Klein of Littlewood Farm in Plainfield

recommended that we patronize our sys-

tem of local farmers and gardeners sell-

ing their produce through the Co-op.

Looking at the rise of fuel prices and cli-

mate destabilization brought on by glob-

al warming, Joey argued that what now

is a “pleasant feature of our community

[will] become a vital necessity.”

As is usual with him, Joey is ahead of

the curve and spot on. Across the New

England region and elsewhere in the US,

local activists and organizers have been

erecting the infrastructure for re-localiz-

ing economic activity and in the process

revitalizing rural and urban communi-

ties. Food has been a central feature of

this effort.

The food infrastructure includes a grow-

ing number of organic vegetable grow-

ers, orchardists, meat and cheese pro-

ducers, grain growers, farmers markets,

diversified farms (animals and vegeta-

bles), community supported agricultural

enterprises, and, of course food coopera-

tives. More young people are choosing

agriculture as a way of life and more

consumers are buying local first.

Without much fanfare, we have a move-

ment brewing with the potential to

change how this state produces, purchas-

es and consumes food. 

This movement includes not only grass-

roots efforts and organizations. Such

regional and statewide groups as the

Northeast Organic Farmers Association

(NOFA), The Center for an Agricultural

Economy, Rural Vermont, and the

Vermont Council on Rural Development

are collaborating with the legislatively

created Sustainable Jobs Foundation and

the Vermont Department of Agriculture

to regenerate the rural, local, land-based

economy.

At the conclusion of an extensive study,

including over 1,000 interviews, the

Council on the Future of Vermont

reports: “Vermont needs to develop agri-

cultural resources to advance local foods
consumption, town by town, region by
region. When faced with potential threats

from global warming, disease, and the

decline of the oil-based economy, many

Vermonters support the expansion of
local and regional food systems.”

(Emphasis added)

The Neighboring Food Co-op

Association (NFCA), based in

Shelburne, MA is working with its 20

member food co-ops in Vermont, New

Hampshire, Massachusetts, and

Connecticut on a “shared vision of a

thriving regional economy, rooted in a

healthy, just and sustainable food system

and collaboration among co-ops.” The

Plainfield Co-op is a member of the net-

work. Combined membership is over

80,000 people.

As reported by Erbin Crowell, ED of

NFCA, a study commissioned by them

in 2008 provided some promising news

that food co-ops are becoming a vital

part of western New England’s food

economy and also a significant player in

the larger economy. Vermont economic

analyst Doug Hoffer, who conducted the

study, reported that the then 17 NFCA

member co-ops had “aggregate annual

sales exceeding $161 million …pur-

chased more than $33 million in local

products in 2007, including $10 million
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in fresh farm products, $18 million in

locally-processed foods, and $5 million

in other products.” Together these co-ops

paid $7.3 million in sales, excise and

other taxes. When state income taxes

paid by the 1,240 full-time employees of

the member co-ops are included, the

total tax revenue for host states added up

to $13.7 million. Since the study, the

number of member co-ops has increased

to 20 with 1,425 employees, and annual

revenue totaling over $185 million. 

While the rest of the economy languish-

es, food co-ops continue to grow. From

2005 to 2007 the median growth rate in

revenue of the NFCA member co-ops

was 14%, and during the economic

recession between 2007 and 2009 rev-

enue grew by 8%, with a 4% increase in

employees, and 17% increase in mem-

bers. Annie Gailard of Buffalo Mountain

Co-op in Hardwick reports that the com-

bined number of employees in Vermont

makes food co-ops the 25th largest

employer.

Hoffer’s analysis indicated that co-ops

are better places to work with a lower

staff turnover than supermarkets (36%

compared to 59%) and more full time

employees (62% compared to 43% in

supermarkets). Food co-ops also serve as

economic anchors, especially in small

towns such as Hardwick and Plainfield.

The Sustainable Jobs Fund reports that

in Vermont the entire food system repre-

sents 18.8% (or 55,581) of all private

sector jobs and are connected to 13.2%

(or 10,974) of all private businesses.

They add that “retail food purchases

generated over $2 billion in sales in

2008. When measured by employment

and gross state product, food manufac-

turing is the second largest manufactur-

ing industry in Vermont.”

Vermont Governor Peter Shumlin has

stated unequivocally his support for

Vermont’s “working landscape” which

includes agriculture and forestry. He and

his Secretary of Agriculture, Chuck Ross,

grew up on Vermont farms; they have

spoken of their personal commitment to

strengthening Vermont’s agricultural and

forest industries. Governor Shumlin has

made this effort a central feature of his

economic development plans for the

state. In meetings with producers and

groups dependent on the working land-

scape they are looking at policies and

practices which the state can promote

and support.

It is time for the food cooperatives serv-

ing Vermont to join together and secure a

seat at the table with others working to

broaden and deepen Vermont’s food

economy. We are a critical part of the

food system and growing even during

difficult times for the economy overall.

Co-ops offer a viable alternative to the

market economy. As a growing stake-

holder in Vermont’s food economy we

need to have our voice heard. Over the

next several months the Plainfield Co-op

Board will be examining how we might

do that most effectively.
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Small is, indeed, more beautiful than

ever. Although we are privileged to

enjoy herbs and spices from faraway,

tropical lands, there is added satisfaction

using herbs grown right here in Vermont

and sold to us directly from the farms

where they are grown. The Co-op buys

about 50 dried herbs from three Vermont

farms and many fresh herbs, in season,

from several local farms. The availabili-

ty or the source of some herbs may fluc-

tuate depending on the success of the

harvest and the season.

Cate Farm, just a couple of miles away

on Route 2, is operated by Richard

Wiswall and Sally Colman. On their 22

acres and in seven 100-foot greenhouses,

they cultivate mouth-watering organic

tomatoes and other vegetables, gorgeous

annual and perennial flowers, and fresh

herbs. They also grow and dry the essen-

tial root herbs echinacea, burdock, and

dandelion. You can support their endeav-

ors by shopping in the co-op’s produce

and bulk herb departments!

Zack Woods Herb Farm in Hyde Park is

run by Jeff and Melanie Carpenter. Their

stated mission is “to be good stewards of

the land and to protect the medicinal

plants that we cherish [and] . . . to create

a sustainable organic farm that provides

people with some of the highest quality

medicinal herbs available.”  Their 30

acres are the source of many of our bulk

herbs, including burdock, calendula,

echinacea, elecampane, goldenseal,

hawthorn berries, marshmallow root,

milky oats, nettle, peppermint, raspberry

leaf, and skullcap.

Bee’s Dance Medicinal Herbs, also of

Hyde Park, is where Lyn-Laeh

Ehrenberg, practices bio-dynamic princi-

ples to organically grow and ethically

wildcraft herbs such as astragulus, cat-

nip, chamomile, comfrey leaf and root,

elderberries,  elderflowers, gravel root,

lemon balm, meadowsweet, motherwort,

mullein, red clover, sage, spearmint, St.

Johnswort, valerian, wormwood, yarrow,

and yellow dock. 

The Co-op also buys all of its bulk tea

from local distributors. These vendors

support organic farmers around the

world and here in Vermont.

The exotic masala chai is distributed by

Adivasi of Brattleboro and Udaipur,

Rajasthan, India. Their mission is to pro-

vide “financial stability and viable mar-

ket outlets” for craftspeople and farmers

in India.

Many of our classic black, green, and

specialty teas come from two Vermont

distributors. Vermont Tea & Trading
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Company, in Middlebury, is run by

Bruce Malhotra.  It is USDA and VT

NOFA certified organic since 1994. The

Co-op carries their Ceylon, Darjeeling,

Earl Grey, English breakfast, genmaicha,

gunpowder, Irish breakfast, jasmine,

kukicha twig, silver needle king white,

spring green, yerba mate, and the blend-

ed echinacea rosehip.

Keith and Jen Lashua of Williamstown

operate Love & Tea Company. Their

declared purpose is to “make life beauti-

ful” which they do by finding “herb

growers who practice a heart-centered

approach with nature” and blending

small batches of “vibrant and properly

dried herbs.” They are working to source

more herbs from the local region. In the

bulk jars, the co-op carries their Chai of

Evolution, Earl Grey decaf, flowering

Peach Green, Keemun, Lapsang

Souchong, oolong, pu-ehr, rooibus, and

Sencha varieties. Love & Tea is also the

source of the tubes of loose tea adorned

with lovely, original artwork by Jen

Lashua, Donna D’Orio, and other artists.

The varieties include Om Time, Mellow

Mama, Green Mountain Mint, Happy

Citrus, Love Celebration, among others.

Jill and my other predecessors did a great

job finding local vendors. Now, if we

could just find someone to grow cinna-

mon and saffron!
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Few things are as delicious as local, vine-

ripened tomatoes in August. They’re

tangy and sweet. And if they’re really

fresh, you can almost smell the dirt they

grew in. 

Whether you get your tomatoes at a food

co-op, from a farm stand or through a

CSA, the regulations that allow you to

make that purchase start hundreds of

miles from the farmer’s field where those

tomatoes grew. Those policies and regula-

tions are written in Washington, D.C., and

can mean the difference between local

farms’ survival or disappearance.

New England Farmers Union (NEFU) is

the only regional organization dedicated

to lifting the voices of farmers, food pro-

ducers and consumers to ensure that poli-

cymakers in Washington, D.C., represent

the needs of New England agriculture.

Our members – farmers, consumers and

allied organizations – communicate regu-

larly with our region’s national legislators.

And we’re getting results. Last year’s

food safety act exempted small farms and

food processors from burdensome and

unfair regulations. Legislators included

those exemptions at the last minute, after

hearing from thousands of family farmers

and the consumers who buy their food.

That was a real victory for New England

farmers and food producers, and ultimate-

ly their customers, and it serves as a valu-

able reminder of how we can shape feder-

al policy when we work together collec-

tively and strategically.

For the first time in recent memory, New

England has five members of Congress on

agricultural committees, and NEFU has

excellent relationships with each of them.

As negotiations for the 2012 farm bill

approach, we have an unprecedented

opportunity to influence this key legisla-

tion that affects everything from buy-local

programs to conservation initiatives. But

we have to be organized.

Our members shape our policy and our

priorities. Thanks to our partnership with

the Neighboring Food Co-operative

Association (NFCA), a network of more

than 20 co-ops across New England with

more than 80,000 individual members, we

are lifting up the voices of those who

value fresh food, care about the environ-

ment and want our rural economy to

thrive. The NFCA and all of our members

work collectively to ensure that policy-

makers in Washington hear the voices of

New Englanders. Join NEFU today and let

us bring your voice to the national table.

To learn more about NEFU, please visit

our website, www.newenglandfarmer-

sunion.org. 
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New England Farmers Union: 
Shaping Food and Farming Policies that Affect You

by Winton Pitcoff, NEFU executive director
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Lorita and Jean Adkins   
Sarah Albert   
Janet Ancel   
Rebecca Armell   
Judith and Robert Armell   
Mimi Arnstein and Parker
Nichols
Blake Bailey 
Lorilla and Allen Banbury   
Charles and Andrea Barasch   
Robert Barasch   
Liz Benjamin   
Monica Bettis   
Glenda Bissex   
Alice Blachly   
Susannah and Tom Blachly   
Betsy Blackshaw   
Lee Blackwell
Blackwell Roots Farm   
Lucy Blue   
Denise Boucher   
Owen and Jane Bradley 
Bramble and Berry Farm  
Wilmer Brandt   
Mike and Kristin Brosky   
Laura Brown   
Becky Buchanan and Bob
Atchinson 
Sarah Cady   
Doni Cain   
Beth Champagne
Joe Carter   
Catherine Cerrulli   
Betsy and Dan Chordorkoff 
Marge Christie  
Bill Coleman
Lynette Combs   
E. Dalice Costa   
Paul Council and Claudia
Bagiackas 
Judy Cyprian   
Denise D'Abramo and Jason
Lemieux 
Kate Darajzi
Jeanine DeWald   
Judith and Nora Dillon   
Marianne Donahue and Andrew
Perchlik 
Bill Doyle   
Claire Dumas   
Nancy Ellen   
Paula Emery   
Nancy Everhart   
Gail Falk and Strat Douthar 
Alex Forbes and Diane Tetrault 
Ruth Fowler   
Sarah Fowler
Mary Anne Gangemi   
Catherine Gates
Angela Gibbons and Dennis Ross 
Andrea Gilbert 
The Gilbert Family  
Erik Gillard   

A Heartfelt Thanks to the Multitude of Folks
Contributing to the Co-op’s Building Campaign

Linda Goldberg   
Susan Goss   
Ruth and Carlo Gramolini   
Susan Green and Michael Stark 
Saul and Julia Gresser   
Jim Grundy and Nancy Bruce 
Merrick and Lee Grutchfield   
Julie Hackbarth   
Sally Hafer   
Aiden Hanckock
Greg and Sarah Hooker
Scottie and John Harrison   
Jeanne Haskell   
Josh High
Con and Jeannette Hogan   
Laurie Humes and Emlyn
Crocker
Len Irving   
Aaron James   
Emily Johansen and John
Johnson 
Joe John
Jeff and Melinde Kantor
Stephanie Kaplan and Randy
Koch   
DawnRose Kearn   
Dorigan Keeney   
Randall Keeney   
June Kellogg   
Barry Kopecky   
Gary Leach and Mary Ann
Klimas
Jean Lathrop 
Lee and Bob Light   
Local Potion
George Longenecker and Cynthia
Martin 
Margrett MacDonald and Jeremy
Weiss 
James Malloy and Erin Bannen 
Elmhill Inc., Maplehill School
and Farm, Michael Bagiackas   
Geoff and Julie Martin   
John and Jean Matthew   
Pat and Tony Mayhew   
Ricka McNaughton   
Padma Meier   
Lydia Menendez   
Alice Merrill and David
Montgomery 
Bob Minsenberger and Dorothy
Wallace 
Nicola Morris and Barbara
Johnson   
Abdullah Mujib   
Karen Murray and Tom Pearson 
Sara Norton and Joseph Gainza 
Marsha and Michael Palumbo   
Sandra Paritz and Steven
Bronstein 
Elaine Parker and Meg Davis 
Mike and Stephanie Peabody   
Nick and Christine Petterssen
Pie in the Sky Enterprises   

Sarah Phillips and Jeff Swift 
Kim Pierce   
Jill Pralle   
Helen and Jules Rabin   
Jodie Randall   
Nancy and Michael Read   
Annie Reed   
Sherry Rhynard   
Ruth Richards   
Chris Riddell   
Jessi Robinson
Bob Rosenfeld and Leda
Schubert
Cynthis Ross 
Richard Rubin   
Lisa Ryan and Amos Meacham 
Judith Sargent and Jay Moore 
In Memory of Sasha
Ellen Selkowitz
Kate Smith and Peter Fischer 
Alexis Smith   
Ross Sneyd and Warren
Hathaway 
Randy Snipes   
Les Snow and Lori Baker 
George Springston and Rose Paul 
Beth Stern and Robert Popp 
Debra Stoleroff   
Rebecca Strader   
David Strong and Laura Zeisel 
Keith Swann and Cindy Wyckloff 
Kathleen Swigon and Lee
Cattaneo 
Robin Taylor
Alexandra Thayer and Ed
Hutchinson   
Susan Thomas and Peter Sills 
Brian Tokar   
Jose Torres   
Mary Trerice and Karl Bissex 
Trillium June Flower Farm
Adelaide and Brian Tyrol   
Jodi Vilardi and Jolie Jonte 
Margery Walker   
Janice Walrafen   
Kathy Warner   
Jenny and John Warshow   
Jan Waterman and Andy
Robinson 
David Webster
Melissa Whittaker and Carlo
Rovetto 
Wilaiwan   
Ria Wilson and Rick Levy 
Jonna Wissert
Linda Workman
Baron and Janet Wormser
Cindy Wyckoff   
Margie Yoder   
Mark Yorra and Kit Gates 
Peter Young
Jane and Peter Youngbaer   
Betsy Ziegler and Joey Klein 
Carleen Zimbalatti   
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Provisions Intl.   
Wellspring Farm CSA   
LaPanciata
Littlewood Organic Farm   
Vermont Coffee Co.   

Champlain Orchards   
Neighborly Farms   
Selina Naturally   
Strafford Organic
Creamery   

Vermont Soap   
VegetaBall's Pesto   
Cabot Creamery   

Special Thanks to These Co-op Vendors for Their Contribution:

Kudos to the Generosity & Support of our 
Member-Owned Neighbors:

North Country Federal Credit Union   

Hunger Mountain Co-op   

Washington Electric Co-op   

Buffalo Mountain Co-op   

A Sustainable Lifestyle by Larry Pleasant, Vermont Soap Company

What is a sustainable lifestyle? What would it
look like?  And would we be happy living in a
sustainable society? To these questions I can
only answer, “I’m not sure”.

There is, however, an aspect of sustainability
that I am quite sure of. And that is this, 
“A sustainable civilization will be biological,
rather than technologically based.” You see, the
ecosystem is sustainable, adaptable and in it for
the very long term. Are we?

Let’s imagine what it would be like to build a
house in our imaginary sustainable Vermont
world…

One way would be to stack stones. Stonewalls
and thatched roof houses can last for hundreds
of years.  But today our imaginary builder is a
single woman with minimal tools. How would
SHE build a sustainable house? One way might
look like this:

Our builder selects a well-drained site or knoll
and opens up a 100’x 100’ clearing using hand
tools, and animals. The manure and leaves are
carefully gathered and composted, and the dead
wood is cut and stacked for later use.

In a sheltered area, she scratches an 18’ circle in
the earth and plants fast growing industrial
hemp along the perimeter. She plants a stand of
grain nearby and starts a garden, growing roots
and gourds for the winter months. 

By late August the hemp plants are nearly
18’tall, and she weaves them together like a net,
still growing. Some are harvested for clothing,
twine and edible oil containing seed. Space is

framed for a door, an antique windshield she
found, left over from the old days, and the
stacked stone hearth and chimney she has been
building all summer. 

She harvests the grain and ties and weaves the
straw over her dome to cover it tightly. Then she
wets down the grasses and inoculates them with
special mushroom spores. The mushroom
mycelium grows over her dome and they coat it
with a hard, waterproof, self-healing covering. By
the time the cold rainy season hits she is safely
ensconced within her cozy nest with her gourds,
grain, seeds, firewood and critters.

Sustainable societies will take on many forms,
matching individual micro-ecosystems and priori-
ties. But the common theme of biology rather
than technology will run through it all. 

Worldview and food go hand in hand. Our reli-
gious beliefs and practices and our society’s
beliefs and practices mirror our food
growing/gathering patterns. As the average citizen
grew further and further away from personal
involvement in food growing, storage and prepa-
ration, we also have become increasingly
divorced from our own biology of being. 

Our children’s neural nets have now been wired
to adapt them to an electronic world and a virtual
reality. This has left them over stimulated, hyper
and bored. The sustainable world we yearn for
will be simpler, quieter, have a lot fewer people in
it. And will most certainly be based in the intelli-
gent utilization of biology, rather than metal and
digital based technology.

This is the Soapman urging you to visualize sus-
tainability.



“Farmers’ markets are the fastest growing part of our food economy. The number of

farms in the United States has actually begun to grow, for the first time in a centu-

ry—and they’re precisely the kind of small farms that grow food people want to

eat, not commodities to earn federal subsidies. We’re seeing the spread of rooftop

solar and small wind power and a dozen other localized energy technologies

Schumacher could only have imagined to help: most of all the Internet—which,

despite its manifest flaws, does allow us to live local economic lives and still be in

touch with the rest of the world. . . . Embracing what Schumacher stood for—above

all the idea of sensible scale—is the task for our time. This book could not be more

relevant.”

- from Bill McKibben’s Foreword to the 2010 edition of Small Is Beautiful.

“The social structure of agriculture, which has been produced by—and is generally

held to obtain its justification from—large-scale mechanisation and heavy chemi-

calisation, makes it impossible to keep man in real touch with living nature; in fact,

it supports all the most dangerous modern tendencies of violence, alienation, and

environmental destruction. Health, beauty, and permanence are hardly even

respectable subjects for discussion, and this is yet another example of the disregard

of human values—and this means disregard of man—which inevitably results from

the idolatry of economism.” - E. F. Schumacher
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